
Specifications
Capacity Mild Steel 1/2"

Cutting Length 10'6"

Throat Depth 8"

Back Gauge 36"

Front Gauge 48"

Rake Angle 1°30'

Motor 25 hp

Weight 29,500 lbs.

Dimension L x W x H 160" X 82" X 84"
Specifications are subject to change without notice.

MSH-10500 US $63,100

Options Price

Rear Sheet Support US $12,920

From 12 Full Strokes Per Minute
To 19 Full Strokes Per Minute US $3,460

CNC In-Feed Table US $22,480

39’’ Back Gauge US $2,080

Auto Blade Gap Adjustment US $3,460
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MASTEEL MSH-10500 CNC HYDRAULIC SWING BEAM SHEAR



Accuracy

Top blade and back gauge with swing movement 
always have the cutting perpendicular to the 
material and bottom blade, then swing away 
from bottom blade. 
There is no jamming the material between the 
blades and back gauge. Top and down blade last 
longer to ensure quality cutting and less 
maintenance.

Quality and Heavy-Duty Structures

Mono-block type, welded frame and blade beam 
are optimized by computer-aided calculation to 
guarantee the maximum rigidity. 
Heavy-duty taper roller bearings are located on 
cutting lever and support blade beam rotational 
movement. 
It avoids cutting load transferred along blade 
beam rotational radius to the supporting 
bearings to ensure constant accurate blade 
clearance.

Quality Components and Structure Design

§ North-American made hydraulic & electrical 
system.

§ Standard SIEMENS single-axis CNC controller.
§ Swing beam design for consistent precise 

cutting quality and low maintenances.
§ Simple hydraulic and electric system for easy 

service.
§ Low rake cutting angle for minimum 

distortion of material: 1 30’ on 1/4’’, 3/8’’, 
1/2’’ shears.

§ Heavy duty design, rigid stress relieved box 
construction.

Reliability and Functionality

Masteel Swing bean shear doesn't require 
relieve angle. The cutting is always 
perpendicular to the material and bottom blade. 
And also the hydraulic force from the cutting 
cylinder is applied directly against cutting load. 
There is no cutting load to change the blade 
clearance from blade deflection or blade beam 
mechanism. That allows Masteel shears cut 
strips.
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Standard Control Features
§ 36” SIEMENS multi-step CNC back gauge: accuracy at ±0.002”.
§ 60 position pre-set back gauge memory for shearing heavy material or production process with no 

need of layout or holding material, then adjusting back gauge.
§ One-step go-to position control on back gauge.
§ Auto-swing up back gauge at full travel.
§ Programmable cutting width control.
§ Programmable cutting stroke control.
§ Easy operating control console: 

• Prompting instruction for easy operation and service
• Running status display on control console 
• Manual/Auto model
• Back gauge position
• Cutting width
• Number of cutting strokes
• Blade setup message at power on to prompt operator

Movable
Pedestal with 
Foot Control 
Switch and 
Emergency Stop

SIEMENS Compact Control System

§ SIEMENS compact control system integrates CNC back gauge, 
hydraulic and electronic control in one.

§ Simple and less control components ensure years of quality 
performance of Masteel shears.

Operating Function
§ Rapid precision blade clearance adjustment.
§ Steady cutting speed and rapid back stroke for high efficient performance.
§ Multi-control mode:

• Pushbutton / Foot switch operation. 
• Single cut/ continue cuts mode. 
• Multi-back gauge position and multi-cuts automatic control mode.

§ Auto clamping pressure control on hold down feet auto-adjustable to various material.
§ Complete hydraulic, electric overload protection avoids operating fault.
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Standard Equipment
§ Two square arms with stainless steel rules and disappearing stops:

• 7 Ft squaring arm on left to square long sheet material 
• 4 Ft squaring arm on right to provide even knife service life on both ends 

§ Front gauge with adjustable disappearing stops and stainless steel rules:
• 4 Ft front support arms 

§ Ball transfers in table for easily handling heavy metal
§ Ball transfers on front support arms, front gauge bar and right squaring arm
§ Shadow light and line for positioning scribed line
§ Cut-off material sliding tray for easy-collecting cutting material
§ Safety guard

36’’ CNC Back Gauge

§ Slide tray for easy collect of cut-off strips.
§ Heavy-duty structure.
§ Precision leadscrew with integrated backlash compensation.
§ Back gauge bar swings up at full travel to allow long material 

to go through.

Blade Adjustment

Precision variable position quick blade 
adjustment ensures proper blade clearance for 
various material thickness and properties and 
achieve quality cutting.

Independent Hold-Downs

Automatically adjust hold-down pressure to various material. 
More hold-down pressure for heavier cutting and less for 
delicate thin material.
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Masteel Shear Blades Included

Top Blade MSBT-800 Bottom Blade MSBB-800
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Leasing Options Available
Terms and Conditions

Customer: Alfredo Poblano
Aviam, Iztapalapa, Distrito Federal, Mexico
011-52-552-139-5480 / a_poblano2@yahoo.com.mx

Price: All pricing is quoted in US Dollars. Applicable taxes + duties are extra. 

FOB: Truck loaded at Masteel Delta warehouse, British Columbia, Canada.

Terms: 30% deposit with the balance due prior to pick-up.

Availability: To be confirmed at the time of purchase.

Warranty: 1 year Parts & Labour. Travel & accommodations are extra at cost.

All electrics warranted by manufacturer. All parts are FOB Delta, British Columbia unless otherwise specified. All 
shipments are by ground transport. Fuses, wipers, and other normal wear items are not covered under this 
warranty. 

This quote is valid for thirty (30) days.

Sincerely,

Ron Nater
MASTEEL AMERICA CORPORATION
phone: 647.270.4434
email: ron@masteels.com
web: masteels.com / masteel.ca
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